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INTRODUCTION 

 

Over a four-week period, the Wave Hill website was tested on four occasions, with 

heuristics. What follows is an aggregation of the findings. Overall, the site did well 

with some minor heuristic issues that are explained in the document. Observations of 

cognitive, affective, and visual design usability, as well as credibility, are introduced 

below and described more in-depth throughout the document. 

 

Cognitive Usability 

The site was reviewed and analyzed using the following heuristics of cognitive 

usability: consistency, compatibility, consideration of user resources, feedback, error 

prevention and recovery, user control, visual clarity, prioritization of functionality and 

information, appropriate transfer of technology, and explicitness. The site was found 

to have a basic visual clarity that it sometimes deviated from, as well as some 

inconsistencies and incompatibility in visual elements and structure. However, these 

are viewed as surface issues and are outweighed by non-taxing resources, strong 

error prevention and recovery, maximum user control, clear prioritization of 

information and functions, and employment of common technological features. 

 

Affective Usability 

The site was reviewed and analyzed using the following heuristics of affective 

usability: physio-pleasure, socio-pleasure, psycho-pleasure, and ideo-pleasure. The 

site was found to use high quality images and interactive features strongly as a way 
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of eliciting pleasurable and emotional responses from users. Its reputation as a well-

regarded cultural organization also aids in users’ pleasurable experience on the site. 

 

Visual Design Usability 

The site was reviewed and analyzed using the following heuristics of visual design: 

proximity, alignment, repetition + branding, and contrast. While the site employs 

proximity and repetition + branding well, it was weak and inconsistent in its use of 

alignment and some aspects of contrast.  

 

Credibility 

The site was reviewed and analyzed for credibility using the following characteristics 

of credibility: design look, structure of information, information focus, underlying 

motive, usefulness of information, accuracy of information, name recognition and 

reputation, advertising, information bias, and tone of writing. Cognitive, affective, and 

visual design heuristics were integrated into the analysis as a foundation for the 

resultant observations regarding credibility. The site was found to be very credible 

across the characteristics, and any issues that were discovered were outweighed by 

clear, useful, and accurate informational content; strong underlying motive and 

reputation; and straightforward and professional tone of writing. 
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COGNITIVE USABILITY 

 

Consistency 

Overall, the site has a large amount of inconsistency in the structure of its 

navigation, the visual treatment of links and contextual navigation and their 

hover states, the responsiveness of images (specifically, clickability), and the 

visual treatment of design elements. An in-depth explanation follows below. 

 

Navigation 

The navigation is established on the home page—a clear, designated 

dark yellow area for the second level categories and a lighter yellow area for the 

sub-categories. Among the second level pages, with the exception of the 

Gardens page, the order of the local navigation categories does not mirror the 

order in the page content. There often does not seem to be a clear reason 

behind what was chosen for the left nav and what was chosen for the page 

content. In addition, on the Visiting page, the left nav seems to be extended 

vertically beyond the yellow box, relating only somewhat to the page content. 

Some of these categories are in such close proximity to the content that it is 

unclear why both are needed. Finally, upon arriving at the Shop page, things 

seem to have shifted one level down so that the user is now in a sub-category of 

the Calendar section. Yet, when the user is on the home page, the Shop label 

visually appears to be on the same level as the Calendar page. The URLs for the 

second level pages are logical (/gardens, /art, /calendar, /visit), but the Shop 
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page URL is an extension of the Calendar’s URL (calendar/searchby_54.html) 

and bears no relation to the word Shop. 

 

Figure 2: Art, Visiting + Shop Landing Pages 

 

The Education, Weddings & Conferences, Support Wave Hill, Become A 

Member, and About Wave Hill pages are also located on the second level, 

although visually they are in a smaller font size and thus look like sub-

categories. On the Education and Weddings & Conferences pages, the left nav 

categories mirror the content categories. Then, on the Support Wave Hill page, 

the left nav categories are only somewhat related to the content on the page. 

Next, on the Become A Member page, a similar situation has occurred as on the 

Shop page—things seem to have shifted one level so that the user is on a sub-

category of Support Wave Hill, yet the Become A Member level visually appears 

to be on the same level as the Support Wave Hill level. 

 

Links + Contextual Navigation 

On the interior pages, the grey labels in the lighter yellow left navigation 

box have a consistent hover state that employs underlining and darkening of the 
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text. On the home page, the white labels in the darker yellow navigation box 

have a hover state that employs a color change from white to brown, but 

clicking on them reveals some inconsistencies. Clicking on Gardens, Art, 

Calendar, or Visiting directs the user to those pages where those labels 

(Gardens, Art, Calendar, Visiting) remain brown, yet clicking on Shop directs the 

user to that page where Calendar is instead the selected label. 

The contextual navigation links are presented inconsistently across the 

home page, interior pages, and design elements such as shaded yellow boxes. 

Some links have a hover state that employs underlining; some are permanently 

underlined; some are accompanied by an arrow; some are missing the arrow 

entirely. One example is the three main links on the home page (under Art 

Workshop, Blooming in February, and This Week) (Figure 3, next page): one is 

underlined and the other two are not, yet all three are links. Another example is 

e-mail addresses, which are sometimes underlined and sometimes not. A third 

example is the shaded yellow boxes that appear on the interior pages: 

sometimes links are designated with permanently underlined text, sometimes 

with text that is only underlined in the hover state, and sometimes only with 

arrows. 
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Sometimes variations on this seem to occur for accent or special 

highlight purposes. For instance, on the home page, the Sign Up for Enews and 

Donate Now! buttons (as well as the Donate Now! button on the Support Wave 

Hill page) incorporate common elements from the site, such as color scheme 

and arrow, yet have a different visual look from all other links on the site. Also, 

on the Past Exhibits page in the Art section, in the row of dates, when a date is 

clicked, underlining plus a yellow color change is used in the hover state. This 

can be confusing though, since yellow text is not clickable throughout the rest of 

the site, and even on that page anything else in yellow is not a link. 

 

Images + Design Elements 

The Wave Hill linked text logo is present on all pages (except for the 

external and PDF attachment pages) in the same location and always links back 

to the home page. The illustrated WH logo on every page, however, does not 

Figure 3: 
Links— 
Home Page  
+ Education Page. 
Inconsistent visual 
treatment of contextual 
navigation links. 
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link anywhere. This may confuse users as many are used to a company’s logo 

on its website linking back to a home page. 

There is an inconsistency in the way other images function. The 

thumbnail and slightly larger images on the second level pages appear similar in 

placement and quality, yet sometimes they are clickable (ex: Gardens page) and 

sometimes they are not (ex: Art page).  

There are various yellow highlight boxes throughout the site (Figure 4) 

that feature links for related programming, database searches, places for users 

to visit, and more, and have a basic visual relationship, yet the font becomes so 

varied from page to page that it gives the boxes a feeling of imbalance. The user 

may get confused as to whether these function the same way as the others. 

 

Figure 4: Highlight Boxes—Support Wave Hill + Become a Member Pages. Inconsistent treatment. 

 

Compatibility 

The location of the search function on the top right of the home page is 

compatible with users’ expectations because it is located in this spot on many 

other sites; that has become a universal location for a search bar. The choice of 
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placing miscellaneous company information in the footer is compatible with 

users’ expectations because it is usually located in this spot on other sites. The 

use of underlining and a color change (in the left nav) to signify a link is 

compatible with other sites. However, this site uses these visual cues 

inconsistently, as explained above. The use of the social media icons is 

compatible with other sites; the choice to include an RSS feed, Facebook, 

YouTube, Flickr, and Twitter icons is in line with other sites. The use of the 

Printable Version icon throughout the site is compatible with users’ expectations 

because it exists in similar visual form on other sites and the icon has become a 

universal symbol of a printer. 

One instance of incompatibility is the use of foreign language links. Upon 

clicking on them, users would be inclined to think the text on the site would be 

translated into the selected language, as it does on other sites. But here, it 

directs the user to the Visiting page and translates the content into the selected 

language. The links in the local navigation remain in English, however, and 

clicking on any of them or anywhere else takes the user back to English.   

 

Consideration of User Resources 

The demands placed on users’ resources during interaction are light. 

Most of the activity can be done within the entirety of the interface; the user 

does not have to download large files or travel to outside sites in order to 

complete tasks or find information. However, because of the inconsistent visual 
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treatment of links, the user may spend more cognitive energy than necessary to 

identify a link and thus complete a task.  

 

Feedback 

Users’ actions on the site are not always visibly acknowledged and it is 

not always clear what the results of a particular action will be. This reduces 

guessability. One area in which this occurs is linking. Although sometimes there 

is a hover state change of underlining to indicate that information is being 

accessed and that the user will soon be taken to a new location to retrieve that 

information, other times (as is the case with links that are permanently 

underlined or with linked arrows), the only feedback received is the addition of 

more underlining, which is not very visible, either because the words are already 

underlined or because the arrow’s shape mostly obscures the underlining. 

Another area of concern is that of images. Rolling over images does not 

always produce a reaction on the site. On the sub-pages of the Garden section 

(Figures 5 + 6, next page), the user can hover over a thumbnail image and see 

the larger version of that image appear to the left, but the page default is to 

display the larger version of the first thumbnail, so when the user rolls over the 

thumbnail, nothing happens. In addition, on the Map of the Gardens, the user 

can roll over dots on a map and see an image pop up. However, some dots are 

so close together that the user may not see the image that was intended 

because the wrong dot was touched. 
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Figures 5 + 6: Conservatory + Map of the Gardens Pages. Images give inconsistent feedback. 
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Error Prevention and Recovery 

There is not much room for errors on the site because the information is 

presented clearly and concisely within a concise structure. All of the links are 

functional and lead the user to the appropriate information. There are 

opportunities for error in the site search and database search functions, but the 

user is able to easily recover. For instance, when searching the Plant database, 

the user can select items from drop-down menus (Garden Area, Month of 

Interest, Plant Type) to construct a search query, and if there is an error, the 

user will be told that no plants were found and to please try another search. 

Similarly, if one types a term into the home page Search box that does not have 

any results, the message says “No Results.” Although there is no message 

explicitly telling the user to modify his/her query, the Search box is still present 

on the page so the user can enter another search term.  

 

User Control 

The user has a great deal of control on the site, allowing the site to be 

used to its maximum potential. Information is presented in a straightforward 

manner, but it is up to the user to follow links to view and download maps, 

programs, schedules, guides, and brochures; to search databases and 

collections; and to e-mail staff departments if needed. There are opportunities to 

roll over small images and see larger versions, and to roll over a map of the 

gardens and see images pop up. Through these functionalities, the user can 

control and customize the content so that it is tailored to his/her desires and 
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needs. The more the user takes advantage of these functions, the more the 

site’s potential can be fulfilled. 

 

Visual Clarity 

The consistent color scheme (yellow, white, grey, and black), consistent 

group of fonts, white space that serves as a background for the elements, and 

high quality images that exude a garden and educational theme, all work 

together to produce a flowing system in which information can be read and 

understood quickly and easily. (Figure 7.) 

 

Figure 7: Gardens Landing Page. Consistent colors and fonts, white space, and high quality images. 

 

However, there are a few areas that weaken the visual clarity of the site. 

One of these areas is the weight of the typeface. Some of the contextual 

navigation links are heavier weight while others are lighter weight, and these 
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choices seem random. There is also variation on the font weight of the page 

titles and section headers (Figure 8). For example, on the third level pages (such 

as the sub-categories of the Gardens page), page titles with multiple words have 

some words in heavier weight font and others in lighter weight font, but it is 

inconsistent: sometimes the first word is bolder, sometimes the second word is 

bolder, and sometimes none of the words are bolder. On some of the other third 

level pages, such as the Internships page in the Education section, all of the 

section headers are in heavy weight font, whereas on other pages they are not. 

 

Figure 8: Page Titles + Section Headers. Inconsistent weight of the typeface. 

 

Another area is the size of the typeface. On the home page, in the left 

nav, half of the white labels are larger in font size than the other half, even 

though structurally they are (mostly) located on the same level. Also, when 

hovered over, the Calendar label seems to become both larger in size and 

heavier in weight than do the other surrounding white labels.  

The chosen combination of the font color, font size, and background 

color also weakens the visual clarity of the site. The grey type against light 

yellow in the left nav, yellow type against a white background for the page titles, 
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shaded yellow boxes with dark yellow type against a white background on the 

content pages, and light green highlighting over grey type in the Calendar 

section do not yield as high of a contrast as other color combinations may. 

Furthermore, when combined with the small font size, as is the case in the 

yellow left nav boxes and on the content pages, it does not produce great 

readability. Also, the combination between the font size, light weight, and color 

is causing the letters in the Wave Hill linked logo (which are not that large) to 

look a bit weak and almost as if they are breaking up a bit, as do the letters of 

the small white labels in the left nav on the home page. (Figure 9.) 

 
Figure 9: Home Page + Calendar Landing Page. Weakened visual clarity due to combined elements. 

 
 

The seemingly arbitrary use of icons seems to weaken the visual clarity of 

the site. Icons seem to only be present on the Gardens page but do not seem to 

be anywhere else. The arrow is also used sporadically; when it is not present, 

the user could gloss over a link. 
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Prioritization of Functionality and Information 

The site uses principles of visual design to designate and make 

accessible the most important functionality and information. On the home page, 

a large sized font is used to designate certain categories as more important than 

others. Contrast, employed through yellow boxes and white type against a white 

background, calls attention to the information and functionalities contained in 

the yellow boxes, making it accessible to the user. On the interior pages, the 

color yellow is used in text—page titles, section titles, and Calendar months—to 

make the important information stand out, and in shaded boxes to highlight 

important functionalities such as ordering from the shop and downloading 

forms. In addition, images are used as important vehicles of information 

because they convey the Wave Hill experience to the user and elicit an 

emotional response. Presenting them in a large size across each page makes 

them highly visible and prominent, making them very accessible. (Figure 10.) 

 

Figure 10: 
Earth Day Weekend  
+ Gardening Pages. 
Large images used as 
page headers. 
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Appropriate Transfer of Technology 

Users are invited to complete basic functions like clicking on dates in the 

online calendar, downloading materials and schedules, obtaining a printable 

version of any of the pages, and contacting various Wave Hill departments via e-

mail. Users are also invited to connect with Wave Hill through social media 

outlets, including Facebook, YouTube, Flickr, and Twitter, as well as an RSS 

feed. All of these functionalities enable users to learn about its offerings, go in-

depth on the site, and feel connected to Wave Hill as a destination. 

 

Explicitness 

The site does not always explicitly express functionalities and operations. 

For example, it is not always obvious to the user what words are linked until 

he/she hovers over them and is left to infer from their meaning about whether 

they are linked. The site does display arrows paired with directive language, 

such as “View” on the Gardens page, but the links should be displayed more 

through something more conventional like a color change. There is also an issue 

with the calendar. Some of the events are highlighted in green, but it is unclear 

what its meaning is (Figure 11, next page). After searching it becomes clear that 

it is for Earth Day, but this is not immediately meaningful, confusing the user. 
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Figure 11: Art Workshops + Calendar Landing Pages. Lack of explicitness. 
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AFFECTIVE USABILITY 

 

Physio-Pleasure 

When interacting with the site, the clear, high-quality, full-color images 

engage the user’s visual sense and produce pleasure and satisfaction. 

Immediately, upon visiting the home page, the user is presented with one full-

color image after another that fade in and out, enticing not only the user’s visual 

sensibility but simulating a virtual experience of traveling through Wave Hill’s 

grounds, enticing him/her to visit. On interior pages, the user is also presented 

with large images at the top of each page, although the image is static (Figure 

12). On the Gardens page, the user has the opportunity to explore each type of 

garden and then roll over different images for each garden, and on the Map of 

the Gardens page, the user can roll over dots on the map and see images pop 

up, giving the user the pleasure of moving through the gardens. 

 

Figure 12: Art Landing Page. Large interior page header image used to elicit physio-pleasure. 
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Socio-Pleasure 

The site elicits socio-pleasure by displaying images of patrons 

participating in activities and programs at Wave Hill to show visually how users 

can use the organization’s facilities to enjoy spending time with others (Figure 

13). The site also lists its programs on the Calendar, inviting users to participate 

with other constituents in Wave Hill’s programs. Furthermore, the site invites 

users to connect with Wave Hill through social media icons, engaging the user 

community. There are also opportunities to become a member (with published 

rates) and to give a donation, which could give users a feeling of status. 

 

Figure 13: Visiting Landing Page. Image of Wave Hill activities used to elicit socio-pleasure.  

 
Psycho-Pleasure 

The consistent layout template, presence of white space, and use of 

designated font families make the site fairly easy and straightforward to use, 

enabling the user to navigate through it with a sense of ease and satisfaction. 

The pages are navigable and the labeling is meaningful and logical, so the user’s 

experience exploring the site is most likely a favorable one, in which he/she 
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receives feedback to actions and tasks. In addition, the user is presented with 

information and large images on nearly every page, as well as opportunities for 

interaction by downloading materials, searching databases, and viewing 

gardens on a map—this places cognitive demands on the user and elicits 

emotional reactions.  

 

Figure 14: Search Plant Database Page  

 

Ideo-Pleasure 

Because Wave Hill is a cultural institution that presents patrons with 

important cultural opportunities, the user can derive pleasure and satisfaction 

from using the site because he/she believes to be supporting an organization 

that has an important role in culture and society. In addition, encountering high-

quality visual imagery on a clean background while browsing may reinforce the 

user’s feelings that this is a worthy, solid organization to support.
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VISUAL DESIGN USABILITY 

 

Proximity 

Elements seem to be in proximity. On the home page, the blocks of text 

are in intellectual proximity, showing that they are a grouping of special 

highlights. Wave Hill and its tagline (“A public garden & cultural center”) are also 

in proximity, expressing that the logo and tagline work together. On the second 

and third level pages, thumbnail images and their accompanying text are in 

proximity (Figure 15), as are the thumbnail images and their larger versions. 

 

Figure 15: Gardens Landing Page. Images and text in proximity.  

 

Alignment 

There is a basic grid throughout the site. However, variations on the grid 

have led to a few alignment issues. For instance, all the page titles, and most 

egregiously the site’s tagline, are out of synch with the boundaries of the grid; 
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they extend too far to the left past the boundary line (Figures 16 and 17). And 

whereas on the home page, three sections separated by dotted lines have their 

text positioned uniformly, and the Wave Hill illustrated logo is left aligned with 

the left nav categories, the social media icons and Donate Now! button are 

aligned at the top instead of at the bottom.  

 

Figure 16: Home Page. Misalignment of site tagline and grid boundaries. 

 

Figure 17: Art Workshops Landing Page. Misalignment of page title and grid boundaries. 

 

As for the second and third level pages that have thumbnail images (such 

as the Gardens, Art and Weddings & Conferences pages), the images and text 

are left aligned, but the spacing between the images and text is inconsistent, 
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and the first line of text is aligned with the top of the images, not the bottom 

(Figure 18).  

 

Figure 18: Gardens + Art Landing Pages. Left and top alignment; inconsistent spacing.  

 

On the other second level pages, such as Education (Figure 19, next page), the 

spacing is inconsistent between the sections, i.e., the spacing between the 

dotted lines and section headers is wider on some parts of the page and 

narrower on others, and the illustrated logo is no longer left aligned with the 

labels in the left nav boxes. 
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Figure 19: Education Landing Page. Inconsistent spacing between lines and section headers. 

 

On many of the interior pages, the text is not aligned with the top header 

images; it extends beyond the line of the grid that is created between the left 

nav and the header image. There are some especially egregious pages, like the 
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Support Wave Hill page (Figure 20), in which the section header “Make your 

contribution today.” and the first line of text below it are not aligned, in addition 

to the general misalignment.  

 

Figure 20: Support Wave Hill Landing Page. Misalignment of page title, section header, grid, text. 

 

Repetition + Branding 

The illustrated WH logo and linked textual Wave Hill logo are present on 

every page, thus reinforcing the Wave Hill brand. The Donate Now! button is 

repeated in various places. The words Wave Hill are used extensively in content 

throughout the site, reinforcing the company name. The use of garden-, social- 

and education-themed images is repeated throughout the site, reinforcing Wave 

Hill’s message of education and social consciousness. 
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Contrast 

The site employs contrast well by making it very clear what is an image 

and what is text. The text is yellow, black and grey, and the images are all full 

color, juxtaposing black and white with four-color imagery (Figure 21). It uses 

very large images with comparatively small ones, generally reserving the top of 

the pages for the larger ones and the content area for the smaller ones (Figure 

22). On the Gardens sub-pages (Figure 22) the small and big images are right 

next to each other, but when users roll over them the contrast becomes clear.  

 
 
Figure 21: Name a Tree Page. Juxtaposition of black and white with four-color imagery for contrast. 
 

 
 
Figure 22: Art Landing Page + Gardens Page. Juxtaposition of images, and rollovers, for contrast. 
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The site makes an effort to employ contrast by varying the weight of the 

typeface. As mentioned above in the Visual Clarity section, in the left nav, half of 

the white labels are in a smaller font size than the others; lighter weight 

contextual navigation links in a heavier weight font are juxtaposed with those in 

a lighter weight font; and the page titles have heavy weight words juxtaposed 

with lighter weight words. 

The site’s combination of the font color, font size, and background color 

is not always successful in producing adequate contrast. The site employs 

contrast well between the larger yellow page titles and the smaller grey/black 

content text, as well as between the smaller grey/black content text and the 

larger yellow section titles. However, as mentioned in the Visual Clarity section, 

the combination of colors being used together in the text, yellow boxes, and 

page titles do not yield a high enough contrast as other combinations may; 

yellow against white, grey against yellow, grey against light green, yellow against 

yellow, and shades of yellow are not different enough color-wise from each 

other (Figure 23). In addition, yellow, white, and grey produce a very warm color 

palette, but this is sometimes tempered by images composed of cooler colors. 

 

Figure 23: Wave Hill Color Palette. Low contrast color combinations. 
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CREDIBILITY 

 

1. Design Look of the Site 

The site is organized and clear due to the establishment of a consistent 

layout, color scheme, and font group (specific fonts are designated for accents 

and page titles whereas another one is designated for content). The images are 

high quality due to their clarity and rich color, and because they look like they 

were pulled from similar sources. The design is clean and tight with substantial 

white space and designated areas for content.   

However, there are various design issues throughout the site that reduce 

credibility. When the user travels from the home page to any of the interior 

pages, the entire interface seems to shrink and the content area becomes 

smaller (Figure 24). As a result, users may think they have encountered a shift 

and thus an error, and as a result they may not think the website is safe. In 

addition, the Donate Now! buttons on the home page and Support Wave Hill 

page look amateur (specifically, there is a lack of depth and embossing that 

signifies a shape as a true button, the letterforms are positioned too closely to 

the perimeter of the shape, and the buttons are not uniform). 
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Figure 24: Home Page + Gardens Landing Page. Shrinking of interface; amateur button. 
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2. Structure of Information 

The information is presented on a few levels; the site does not go that 

deep. However, as aforementioned, there are various inconsistencies in the 

navigation, namely that the information is not structured uniformly from page to 

page within the same level, and the information on the page does not flow in the 

same order as it does in the local navigation. In addition, some of the links in the 

local navigation that are displayed in the same font size are actually sub-

categories of each other (Figure 25). As a result, it is sometimes challenging for 

the user to navigate and orient him/herself within the site, or understand how the 

information fits together. 

 

Figure 25: Shop Page. Shop label is the same size as Calendar but is a sub-category of Calendar. 

 

3. Information Focus 

The information seems focused in terms of its informational content. The 

site hosts a large amount of information yet it is focused and targeted toward a 

specific audience of patrons who are interested in nature, environmental 

sustainability, and the arts. The information all seems to be necessary and there 
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is not much that seems repeated or extraneous. The categories start out broad 

but offer a solid number of sub-categories. In addition, the images are directly 

related to the theme of the site and enhance the written content. However, 

visually the information can appear unfocused. The sometimes-sloppy alignment 

on pages (Figure 26) and the extension of the local navigation on some pages 

(Figure 27) makes information seem scattered from a visual standpoint. 

 

Figure 26: Support Wave Hill Landing Page. Poor alignment of page title and text to the grid. 

 

Figure 27: Visiting Landing Page + Become a Member Page. Extension of local navigation. 
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4. Underlying Motive 

While the site contains information about programs that users will 

eventually have to pay to attend, the underlying motive of the site does not 

seem to be commercial, but rather educational. Selling to consumers is not the 

focus of the site. The content has a pervading sense of social consciousness, 

environmental awareness, and sustainability, which is enhanced by the images 

and information about Wave Hill’s character.  

 

5. Usefulness of Information 

The site seems credible because the information is quite useful to those 

who are interested. It is presented in a straightforward, organized manner.  

 

6. Accuracy of Information 

The information appears to be accurate because it seems to be from the 

point of view of experts. In addition, images are used to supplement and 

illustrate the information, showing the users that the information is true to life. 

The presence of the About page with identifying information such as its address, 

along with its mission statement and downloadable annual reports, enhances 

Wave Hill’s institutional credibility (Figure 28). 
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Figure 28: About Wave Hill Page. Official documents and factual information enhances credibility. 

 

7. Name Recognition and Reputation 

While Wave Hill is a cultural institution with a smaller reach than larger 

institutions in New York, it has a reputable and recognizable name in the United 

States and is highly regarded as a beacon of culture.  

 

8. Advertising 

Advertising is not the focus of the site and there are no pop-up or sidebar 

ads. The logos of various corporate members, a full list of corporate members, 
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and some other information appear on the Corporate Membership page (Figure 

29), but they are not overbearing. A small amount of advertising appears on 

relevant pages that have information about an event that is being sponsored by 

a corporate member, such as Target Free Days (Figures 30 and 31). However, it 

is minimal and confined to specified areas, and thus unobtrusive. The lack of 

pervasive advertising allows users to focus on Wave Hill the organization and 

thus increases the credibility of the site. 

 

Figure 29: Corporate Membership Page. Minimal advertising confined to specified areas on the site. 
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Figure 30: Target Free Days Page. Minimal advertising confined to specified areas on the site. 

 

 

Figure 31: Arts Landing Page (bottom). Minimal advertising confined to specified areas on the site. 
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9. Information Bias 

The information on the site seems to be as objective as possible. While 

the content is about Wave Hill and is thus, of course, positive, it presents the 

information about the surrounding Wave Hill area to the user in a very matter-of-

fact way. It is meant to educate and immerse the public.  

 

10. Tone of Writing 

The content is well written, devoid of colloquial terms or slang, giving it an 

air of professionalism and sophistication. The tone is not opinion-based but is 

more fact-based; the language is not flowery or overly urgent. The content is 

geared towards an educated public that is interested in the preserving nature 

and the environment, as well as participating culturally in arts events that take 

place against the backdrop of nature.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

After reviewing and analyzing the Wave Hill site, the majority of the issues discovered 

are related to consistency, visual clarity, and visual design. Inconsistent visual cues 

and elements, ineffective contrast, and minor structural issues with the navigation 

are present. However, they are ultimately mitigated by straightforward, high quality 

information that is presented in a clear, focused manner by a cultural organization 

that is well known and well respected. The issues, while they should be fixed, are not 

severe enough to prevent users from navigating and exploring the site and planning a 

visit to Wave Hill. 
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